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ABSTRACT
At least 360 million people worldwide have disabling hearing loss that frequently causes difficulties in day-to-day conversations. Traditional technology (e.g., hearing aids) often fails to offer enough value, has low adoption rates, and can result in social stigma. Speechreading can dramatically improve conversational understanding, but speechreading is a skill that can be challenging to learn. To address this, we developed a novel speechreading acquisition framework that can be used to design Speechreading Acquisition Tools (SATs) – a new type of technology to improve speechreading acquisition. We interviewed seven speechreading tutors and used thematic analysis to identify and organise the key elements of our framework. We then evaluated our framework by using it to: 1) categorise every tutor-identified speechreading teaching technique, 2) critically evaluate existing conversational aids, and 3) design three new SATs. Through the use of SATs designed using our framework, the speechreading abilities of people with hearing loss around the world should be enhanced, thereby improving the conversational foundation of their day-to-day lives.
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INTRODUCTION
More than 11 million people (1 in 6) in the UK have some degree of hearing loss [1] and in the USA, an estimated 30 million people (12.7%) 12 years and older have hearing loss in both ears [10]. On a global scale, the World Health Organisation estimates that 360 million people (~5%) worldwide have disabling hearing loss [53]. Hearing loss prevalence increases with age [10], resulting in an anticipated growth in hearing loss in the future (e.g., 1 in 5 people are expected to have hearing loss by 2035 in the UK [2]).

Hearing loss results in difficulties understanding what others are saying during conversation [49]. Considering that the quality of our communication, our willingness to engage in conversation, and our level of apprehension about conversations all profoundly affect the quality of our lives [18], conversational difficulties due to hearing loss can result in social isolation [22], career stagnation [39], and a decrease in overall life satisfaction [49]. Hearing aids are intended to help reduce conversational difficulties, but are expensive [11], often counterproductive in noisy environments [25], and have low adoption rates (~14% [1]) due to a lack of comfort [40] and perceived social stigma [30].

People who are deaf or have a hearing loss find that speechreading (commonly called lipreading) can overcome many of the barriers when communicating with others [18]. Speechreading can be described as a special case of audio-visual speech recognition where emphasis is placed on the visible, rather than on the audible, speech information. Speechreading helps to improve conversational confidence (thereby reducing social isolation), enhance employability, and improve educational outcomes [49]. Speechreading also does not rely on the other conversation partner’s knowledge of a Signed Language or a technique such as Cued Speech [19]. Speechreading is also partially used by those without hearing loss (albeit subconsciously) [26], so it is already a natural component of conversation, thereby limiting the chances for stigmatisation.

However, speechreading is a skill that takes considerable practice and training to acquire [34]. Publicly-funded speechreading classes are sometimes provided, and have been shown to improve speechreading acquisition [5]. However, classes are only provided in a handful of countries around the world; there is an insufficient number of classes running in areas in which they are provided (e.g., only 50 of an estimated 325 required classes are currently running in Scotland [5]) and classes require mobility to attend.

To help expand speechreading training worldwide, we developed a novel framework that can be used to develop Speechreading Acquisition Tools (SATs) – a new type of technology designed specifically to improve speechreading acquisition. Through the development and release of SATs, people with hearing loss will be able to augment their class-based learning, or learn on their own if no suitable classes are available.

To develop our framework, we conducted in-depth interviews with 7 of the 21 Scottish speechreading tutors [5] to explore their background, approach to teaching, current use of technology, and thoughts on how speechreading can be improved.
Through thematic analysis of our interview transcripts, we identified four main themes relevant to the future development of speechreading acquisition tools: 1) speechreading as a skill, 2) access to speechreading, 3) teaching practices, and 4) attitudes to technology. Using these themes, we developed our framework, which consists of two dimensions (Type of Skill and Amount of Information), each with three levels (Analytic/Synthetic/Hybrid and Low/Medium/High, respectively).

To evaluate our framework, we used it to: 1) classify every existing speechreading teaching technique identified by our participants, 2) critically reflect on previously-developed solutions, and 3) design three new SATs for enhancing speechreading acquisition and proficiency.

By employing our framework in this fashion, we show that it: 1) comprehensively reflects existing speechreading teaching practice, 2) can be used to help understand the strengths and weaknesses of previously-developed solutions, and 3) can be used to identify clear opportunities for the development of new SATs to help improve speechreading skill acquisition. Through the dissemination and adoption of our framework into the research community and assistive technology commercial sector, we foresee new technology being developed to help improve speechreading acquisition worldwide. Once in the hands of people with hearing loss, SATs will help enhance their speechreading capabilities, increasing their conversational confidence and reducing their social isolation.

This paper makes five contributions: First, we contribute novel speechreading tutor interview data and thematic analysis of that data. Second, we describe our speechreading acquisition framework for developing new technological tools for improving speechreading acquisition. Third, we evaluate our framework by fitting existing teaching techniques and existing solutions into the framework. Fourth, we define and describe Speechreading Acquisition Technologies (SATs). Fifth, we outline how to use our framework by designing three new SATs to improve speechreading acquisition.

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Speechreading
The atomic unit of spoken language is the phoneme. Phonemes are combined to form words. For example, /bl/, /læ/, and /ð/ are the phonemes for “bat”. There are 48 commonly recognised phonemes in the English language [46]. For each phoneme, a speaker’s lips, teeth, and tongue produce a visual representation known as a viseme [23].

People with hearing loss try to map visemes to phonemes in order to understand what a speaker is saying [9]. Hearing loss causes the audible phoneme to be lost or difficult to perceive, but the viseme is still available. For example, /l/ and /ð/ are acoustically similar in English (especially when following another consonant, such as ‘grass’ vs. ‘glass’), but are generated using distinct visemes, so this visual difference can be used to determine if a speaker has said /l/ or /ð/.

Although ‘reading’ visemes to understand what someone is saying works for many phonemes, there are also phonemes that are represented by similar visemes [36]. For example, /v/ is a voiced phoneme (the vocal cords vibrate), which is audibly distinct from /f/, which is not voiced. However, the viseme for /v/ is very similar to the viseme for /f/, making the words ‘fan’ and ‘van’ difficult to distinguish visually.2 As a result, novice speechreaders (e.g., someone who has received no formal speechreading training) often find it difficult to fully understand what a speaker is saying, resulting in confusion, frustration, and reduced conversational confidence [18].

Conversation Aids & SATs
We define a Conversation Aid as any technique or technology that enables or supports face-to-face conversation. We describe existing conversation aids below in the second evaluation of our framework, however at this stage it is important to recognise that Conversation Aids are a superset of Speechreading Acquisition Tools, as the latter have been designed specifically to be used by speechreaders.

Speechreading Teaching Methods
Early speechreading training was focussed on skill acquisition as a by-product of learning speech production [24]. The explicit teaching of speechreading in classes with methodologies that were primarily concerned with speech recognition did not occur until the 19th century [32]. Speechreading classes primarily focus on learning how different mouth shapes are produced during speech [34], as well as how to use conversational repair strategies to gain important contextual information to help ‘fill in’ any gaps in understanding [34]. Classes also include information about hearing aids or other assistive listening devices, and give people a social space to meet with others who have a hearing loss [49]. Classes can also improve an individual’s self-confidence [8], and help attendees become more knowledgeable about their hearing loss and how they can make communication easier.

There are two main approaches to teaching speechreading: synthetic and analytic. Synthetic methods use a ‘top-down’ approach in which the speechreader is encouraged to focus on the gist of the conversation to help them determine individual words. Synthetic methods are often referred to as ‘mind-training’ or ‘context-training’, as they rely on lexical ability to understand the topic of the conversation. Synthetic methods consider the sentence to be the basic unit of speech [49]. Analytic methods use a ‘bottom-up’ approach in which the speechreader is encouraged to focus on individual speech movements to identify the word, phrase or sentence [49]. Analytic methods are often referred to as ‘eye-training’ as the speechreader focusses on the visual aspects of a speaker to disambiguate visual speech patterns. Analytic methods hold that the syllable or phoneme is the basic unit of speech [32].

The Nitchie Method [41] was initially developed using an analytic approach, however it shifted towards a synthetic approach in later years. Nitchie is credited with establishing the foundations of modern speechreading training as well as the synthetic approach to speechreading. His method stresses that eye-training materials and tools based around association or

2We encourage readers to make ‘fffff’ and ‘vvvvvv’ sounds to hear the difference, and to make these sounds plus ‘fan’ and ‘van’ in front of a mirror to see the lack of visual difference.
context be separated. He also believed that context training was more important than training for visual disambiguation.

The Kinzie Method [35] uses a synthetic approach to speechreading and includes mirror practice (where the student talks before a mirror to learn visual differences between speech movements) and the use of voice. Materials in this method are organised into graded lessons for both children and adults, with sentences forming the basis of instruction [35].

The Mueller-Walle Method [15] is an analytic approach that emphasises eye-training through syllable drills, which are rhythmic drills consisting of contrasting syllables that are restricted to sound combinations found in the English language. Syllable drills are spoken as quickly as possible by the tutor.

The Jena Method [17] is an analytic approach that emphasises syllable drills and stresses kinaesthetic awareness during speech production as well as audition and eye-training. Eye-training is accomplished through syllable drills in a similar manner as the Mueller-Walle and early Nitchie Methods. During the drills, the speaker is expected to speak in unison with the instructor and imitate their lip and jaw movements thereby concentrating on the kinaesthetic sensations experienced.

Although the methods described above give us a theoretical understanding of the approaches to speechreading training, we wanted to base our framework on current practice (which is most likely influenced by these theories). As such, we conducted interviews with practicing speechreading tutors to generate the dataset needed to develop our framework.

**METHOD**

We conducted individual interviews with seven Scottish speechreading tutors [5] to explore their background, approach to teaching, current use of technology, and thoughts on how speechreading can be improved. With participant’s informed consent, we audio recorded each interview, then transcribed and thematically analysed [13] the transcripts.

**Aims**

We had five main aims (phrased as questions) guiding our interviews: 1) Do speechreading tutors primarily employ analytic or synthetic training approaches? 2) What do speechreading tutors consider to be the basic unit of speechreading? 3) What technology (if any) do speechreading tutors currently use to teach speechreading? 4) Do speechreading tutors feel that speechreading training could be improved with new technology or training techniques? 5) How do speechreading students continue to learn when not in class? Our interview guide is included in the supplementary materials (‘InterviewGuide.pdf’).

**Participants**

Scotland is one of the few countries that provides formal training for speechreading tutors. As such, our participants all reside in Scotland, and offer classes throughout central Scotland. Participants were recruited through direct emails via contact details obtained from the Scottish Course to Train Tutors of Lipreading (SCTTL, http://www.scotlipreading.org.uk/), along with word-of-mouth. Participant details are summarised in Table 1. All participants were female (aged from 42 to 78). The 21 tutors listed on SCTTL were all female, therefore we could not balance genders. The range of teaching experience was from six months to 32 years. Our participants self-reported details about their hearing, which we classified into five levels using the textual descriptions of hearing loss identified by Action On Hearing Loss [3]: Typical Hearing, and Mild, Moderate, Severe, and Profound Hearing Loss. The participants’ backgrounds were varied:

- **P1**, 78, has had profound hearing loss from a young age. She has been teaching speechreading for 32 years after being asked to take over a class by a friend. She has no formal teacher or speechreading training. P1 teaches three classes a week.

- **P2**, 68, has severe hearing loss. She has been teaching speechreading for 12 years. She was a high school science teacher who retired early due to her hearing loss. She had attended speechreading classes for around two years before her tutor convinced her to take the SCTTL so that she could teach classes herself. P2 teaches two classes a week.

- **P3**, 61, has typical hearing. She has been teaching speechreading for 12 years. She previously worked as a subtitler for the BBC. Her father had a hearing loss which motivated her to become a speechreading tutor. She undertook the SCTTL at the same time as P2. P3 teaches two classes a week.

- **P4**, 57, has typical hearing. She has been teaching speechreading for 18 years. She also works as a Speech and Language Therapist for the Scottish National Health Service. P4 teaches one class per week and also trains tutors as part of the SCTTL.

- **P5**, 42, has typical hearing, however she experienced severe hearing loss for eight months after a viral infection. She has been teaching speechreading for six months. Her motivation for teaching started after experiencing hearing loss. P5 initially wanted to learn to sign to increase access for deaf individuals at her community centre where she works. However, upon...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Hearing Loss</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>HA/Ci Use</th>
<th>Years Signing</th>
<th>Years Teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Profound Hearing Loss</td>
<td>Childhood Illness</td>
<td>Cochlear Implant</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Severe Hearing Loss</td>
<td>Childhood Illness</td>
<td>One Hearing Aid</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Typical Hearing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Typical Hearing</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Typical Hearing*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Moderate Hearing Loss</td>
<td>Not Specified</td>
<td>One Hearing Aid</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Severe Hearing Loss</td>
<td>Congenital Hearing Loss</td>
<td>Two Hearing Aids</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of participant demographics. HA/CI = Hearing Aid/Cochlear Implant. Years Signing = Number of Years Using Sign Language (BSL). Years Teaching = Number of Years Teaching Speechreading. ‘*’ indicates severe hearing loss for eight months due to viral infection.
realising that the deaf community in her area instead required a speechreading tutor she undertook the SCTTL. P5 teaches two classes a week.

P6, 67, has moderate hearing loss. She has been teaching speechreading for seven years. She temporarily lost her hearing due to a viral infection 10 years ago, so her daughter encouraged her to learn speechreading to help hercope. After a year within the class, her tutor encouraged her to take the SCTTL. P6 teaches four classes a week.

P7, 66, has severe hearing loss. She has been teaching speechreading for one year. Her motivation for becoming a speechreading tutor was to help individuals who experience hearing loss later in life; she worked in a library and noticed that these individuals seemed prone to isolation. She also took the SCTTL. P7 teaches three classes a week.

Approach
After obtaining ethical approval, we conducted semi-structured one-to-one interviews. Interviews took place in mutually-convenient and quiet locations. The mean interview time was 40 minutes (max 74 minutes, min 28 minutes); some interviews took longer due to participants discussing past students and their experiences interacting with them. The interviews consisted of questions that explored their background, general teaching approach, assessment, current use of technology and their thoughts on where speechreading could be improved in the future. The interview questions were open-ended (for example, “Why did you decide to become a lipreading tutor?”) and we let the participant lead whenever possible [7], encouraging elaboration by asking probing follow-up questions when necessary [7] (e.g., “And do they find that helpful?”). Audio recordings were gathered during the interviews. Transcripts were coded and analysed using thematic analysis [13], grouping similar experiences together in order to identify themes across all participant interviews. The themes were refined through an iterative thematic analysis process to generate a final, distinct set of themes.

Phases Of Analysis

Phase 1: Becoming Familiar With the Data
We manually transcribed the interviews using custom-built software. We strove for a verbatim account of all verbal and nonverbal (e.g., laughs) utterances. We added punctuation where necessary to indicate pauses, full sentences, and questions. We formatted our transcripts using ‘Interviewer:’ to indicate interview statements and ‘Participant1:’ to indicate statements by P1. All names and locations were removed to maintain anonymity. Our interview transcripts are included in the ‘Transcripts’ folder in the supplementary materials.

Phase 2: Generating Initial Codes
We started by reading paper copies of the transcripts and manually highlighting all interesting extracts. We then transferred our highlighted extracts into MAXQDA12, resulting in 502 extracted elements from the original transcripts.

In the UK, ‘speechreading’ is referred to as ‘lipreading’, therefore in discussions with participants we used the term ‘lipreading’.

A qualitative analysis software package, http://www.maxqda.com/

Using the ‘coded segment’ feature of MAXQDA12, we then systematically processed our original 502 elements iteratively using a data-driven approach to ensure that our final themes emerged exclusively from our interview data.

During this process, we coded for maximum diversity of potential themes and patterns, and did not discard data unless it was clearly not relevant to the research (e.g., an unrelated anecdote). We also kept enough of the text around each coded segment to retain the segment’s context, because a common criticism of coding is that the context is often lost [16].

By giving equal attention to each extract, we further segmented our extracts and coded them using iteratively-shaped codes, resulting in 944 coded segments under 116 unique codes. Our MAXQDA12 data file containing our final coded segments and codes is included in the ‘Analysis.mx12’ file in the supplementary materials.

As we followed Braun and Clarke’s [13] 15-point checklist of criteria for good thematic analysis, we did not conduct inter-rater coding. Inter-rater reliability checks are not always used in thematic analysis since there is scepticism regarding such tests [4, 42, 50]; it can be argued that one researcher merely trains another to think as she or he does when looking at a fragment of text and so the reliability check does not establish that the codes are objective but merely that two people can apply the same subjective perspective to the text [37].

Phase 3: Searching for Themes
In this phase, we created a short definition for each code that described when that code would be used and what it represented across the entire data set. We then printed each code plus its definition on individual strips of paper, and iteratively organised the strips into ‘theme-piles’ on a whiteboard. Using the resulting ‘theme-piles’, we produced an initial thematic map. Our initial thematic map is in the ‘InitialThematicMap.png’ file in the supplementary materials.

Phase 4: Reviewing Themes
Starting with our initial thematic map from Phase 3, we removed themes that did not directly relate to the study aims outlined above. We then reviewed the collection of coded extracts for each remaining theme to ensure that they formed a coherent pattern. Finally, we re-read our original transcripts to check that our revised themes provided suitable coverage.

Phase 5: Defining and Naming Themes
Once our thematic map was finalised (Figure 1), we defined each theme by examining its collection of coded extracts to determine the main aspect of the data captured by the theme. We then revisited the collection of coded extracts for each theme, refining the story told by each theme. Finally, we produced internally-consistent accounts, with an accompanying narrative for each theme.

FINDINGS
Through our thematic analysis, we identified four themes: 1) speechreading as a skill, 2) access to speechreading, 3) teaching practices, and 4) attitudes to technology. We now explore each theme in detail using quotes from participants to scaffold the narrative of each theme.
Speechreading as a Skill

Our participants saw speechreading as a skill, one that requires long periods of concentration and focus to learn. Classes are typically two hours long with a short break, so students focus for around an hour at a time. All seven participants discussed the need for concentration and focus within classes:

P4: “For the person themselves they need that confidence, that assertiveness, to do that, they also need to concentrate and pay attention for that length of time.”

P6: “...not looking around the room and trying to listen but actually just focusing...the amount of concentration these people give, it’s amazing...it’s as almost as they are drilling holes in you...it’s excellent, it’s really good.”

As illustrated by these comments, a student’s ability to focus and concentrate is of paramount importance to learning speechreading. A high level of concentration is necessary due to the limitations of speechreading – many aspects of speech (e.g., voicing) are mostly audible instead of visible:

P2: “I warn them beforehand, that only 1/3 of speech is lip-readable...they are aware that there is a limitation to what we are doing but it’s an added help to everything they do...it’s useful but it doesn’t solve all your problems.”

In addition to the level of concentration required and the limitations of speechreading, participants also described additional factors that pose difficulties for students, such as particular words or speech movements having little visual difference:

P6: “Knowing that...some of these skills are very subtle, you are not going to see huge [differences]. Some speech movements are very clear, [but] when you get to others there are some sounds that are so subtle you can hardly see them...vowel at the beginning of the word, like ‘ahead’...it’s difficult to spot. Sometimes if you can’t lipread, [it] could be that there is a vowel in there that you are not aware of.”

P1: “Certain words and sounds they find really difficult. I have to repeat them...I go over things quite a lot.”

Many participants identified how different accents can affect individual speech movements as well:

P4: “Sometimes you’ve got...English [as opposed to Scottish] vowel sounds coming at you and therefore sometimes you look and think ‘I don’t know what that is’. Because it’s got the accent it kind of changes things.”

The challenges of speechreading, plus the level of concentration required, often lead to fatigue during and after class:

P4: “And there are times when you get tired and your lipreading is absolutely rubbish.”

P2: “As to how tiring it is to sit and watch somebody for...two hours, we build in breaks but it’s still a lot of effort and concentration. It’s very tiring and I think that’s what comes after two or three weeks...somebody will come up to you and say I went home and I was absolutely exhausted. I didn’t realise how tiring it was.”

Access to Speechreading

Access to speechreading classes was discussed by all participants. In particular, participants focussed on issues surrounding funding of classes, the length of classes and how students beginning classes (and the general public) have little awareness of what is involved in learning speechreading:

P4: “...it’s a very difficult one, lipreading is...kinda like a Cinderella Service [ignored or treated as less important]. People don’t recognise that actually everybody lipreads to a certain extent. I think what could be improved with lipreading is general awareness of the fact that everybody lipreads, so...more people would be aware of it and more people would therefore come to the classes.”

Participants also highlighted that local governments can view speechreading classes as recreational, causing funding issues:

P7: “I would prefer it to come under university rather than sitting under [local governments], because it is a life changing skill...rather than a hobby or a job.”

P2: “Some authorities regard it as a recreational thing”

Continual vs. Fixed

A subtheme within access reflects whether speechreading classes should be continual or fixed length. All tutors agreed that classes should be continual.

P1: “I do think that judging by this and my [other] class that it’s important for the class to be ongoing unless they for individual reasons want to drop out.”

P2: “It’s a continual practice thing...you could really do with a little practice every week...for the rest of your life.”

However, many of the tutors teach fixed-length classes. This was generally due to funding issues, with many local governments only offering two years of speechreading classes:

P6: “I know, two years is our maximum and then you have to go on to a paid class.”

P2: “So I’m paid by [anonymised] city council. They provide two years free lipreading, I am the only tutor in [anonymised] that does it. I did one on the Tuesday, two on a Thursday, but the budget is decreasing every year. We don’t know how long this will go on for. I only teach for thirty weeks...that’s all the council will pay you for.”

P5: “This is a problem for me especially because I have got funding from [anonymised], and they will not perpetually fund something. So I have got funding for one year of lipreading classes, which is a 30 week course.”
In some cases, local governments offer no funding for classes, and students living in these areas pay for classes.

P3: “They do pay in the [anonymised] groups. In the other groups no they didn’t pay.

Students also appear to be willing to attend continual classes rather than fixed length classes. This is supported by participants reporting that students only stop attending classes due to becoming ill or passing away.

Interviewer: “So why do people stop coming to a class?”

P7: “I haven’t had any experience of that, they have all been very faithful including [over] the holidays.”

P1: “Some people do drop away. Usually they either die or [grow] too old. Some people died in this class and they died in my [anonymised] class too. Not many have just dropped out.”

P6: “People who come tend to stay. A gentleman stopped coming to this class about a year ago. He is...very old, in his 90’s. He lives about 10 miles down the road and has to come by bus and therefore it’s very difficult for him.”

Teaching Practices
Teaching practices varied widely, with all tutors using a variety of approaches and techniques to teach speechreading.

Synthetic vs. Analytic
Synthetic and analytic are the two main approaches to teach speechreading. Although the teaching methods described in our Background section typically emphasise one over the other, all of our tutors draw from both approaches as needed:

P4: “We tend to have a general topic for the class...if I am doing something on a movement, ‘f’...I might choose a topic that begins with that sound...I might talk about ‘fire-works’ or ‘fire’. The whole lesson will not be around that particular speech sound...I would do a follow up story or exercise with that sound appearing it in regularly.”

P6: “If you know the context, you can make a really good guess, which is a lot of lipreading anyway. If they are talking about horse racing then there is not going to be anybody talking about ballet dancers, it’s unlikely. Knowing that it’s very subtle, that some of these skills are very subtle...some speech movements are very clear, when you get to others there are some sounds that are so subtle you can hardly see them.”

Varied Techniques
Tutors did not mention the teaching methods introduced earlier, but discussed techniques that can be linked to these methods. Participant descriptions of techniques were often fragmented throughout an interview, resulting in many relevant quotes. We provide condensed summaries (without using quotes) of these descriptions below and refer readers to our supplementary materials for more details.

Mirror Practice: student speaks into a mirror to see his/her own mouth shapes and the visual differences between speech sounds. Used by all seven tutors. Analytic.

Quick Recognition Exercises (QREs) or Syllable Drills: rhythmic drills consisting of contrasting syllables or words spoken as quickly as possible in different orders by tutor. Class members repeat back. Used by all seven tutors. Analytic.

Cue Recognition: encompasses looking for body language, facial emotion, and hand gestures. Used by all seven tutors. Analytic and synthetic – Hybrid.

Speech Movements or Lip Shapes: focussed attention on the visual representation of a single speech sound on its own or within a word. Used by all seven tutors. Analytic.

Pair Work: focussed speechreading practice in pairs. Used by all seven tutors. Hybrid.

Stories: tutor speaks a multi-sentence story with known topic to the class. Used by P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 and P7. Synthetic.

Fingerspelling: spelling spoken words using sign language hand movements. Tutors typically sign only the first speech sound of a word. Used by P2, P4, P5 and P7. Analytic.

Scenarios: basing a lesson around pretending you are in a specific place such as the dentist, so all material is based on that scenario. Used by P1, P2, P4 and P5. Synthetic.

Word Quizzes: based around a topic, such as ‘animals’, and students having to watch for an animal for each letter of the alphabet. Used by P2, P5 and P7. Hybrid.

Framed Sentences: tutor says a topic-based sentence such as ‘In my garden I have _____’, but mouths the blanked word. Used by P2 and P5. Synthetic.

Mystery Object: an unknown object is hidden using paper or cloth. The tutor speaks a number of ‘hint’ sentences to aid identification. Used by P2 and P3. Synthetic.

Kinaesthetic awareness was the only technique tutors discussed that was not used to teach speechreading. P4 and P7 mentioned that it was useful when teaching students aspects of speech production such as controlling the loudness of their voice, but did not mention its place within speechreading.

Attitudes To Technology
Participants appear to use some non-specialised technology in their classes (e.g., hearing aids, loop systems, videos, PowerPoint) and five tutors reported informing students of Lipreadingpractice.co.uk, a website containing videos of some of the exercises used within classes. It is interesting to note here that recently-trained tutors were more critical of existing practices and were more open to using new technology.

Critical Of Current Approaches
Participants were critical of current approaches to learning speechreading using technology. Subtitles were praised for allowing individuals to enjoy videos, however tutors also reported that subtitles do not improve speechreading as students have to either watch the subtitles or watch the video:

P4: “I never advocate watching television to practice lipreading. If you have ever tried...it’s horrendous!”

Lipreadingpractice.co.uk was also criticised for having distracting videos and limited training material:
P2: “The trouble with a lipreading site like that is there are only so many stories. Eventually, if...you’ve got a good memory, you are just gonna know them all.”

Open To New Approaches
Participants were open to new approaches involving technology and several discussed how mobile apps could be developed to help students practice outside of classes:

Interviewer: “Do you think that people who are looking into learning lipreading would benefit from additional kinds of new technology to help?”

P3: “I would think so yes. But I don’t have the technological ability so I can’t tell you what it would be. But I’m sure because there is so much out there, iPhones, iPads and you know tablets and all that. Surely to goodness there must be something that we can do that will help.”

P5: “I mean I don’t know if there [are] lipreading apps. I think a lipreading app would be good. Just for people to practice...apps are the way forward aren’t they? How you would develop it I’m not quite sure...it would just need to be about the shapes and practicing the words and having a bit of context...”

FRAMEWORK
Our themes highlight how speechreading acquisition can be enhanced through the development of new assistive tools that will help resolve issues regarding the lack of access, and can also be specialised to different speechreading teaching approaches. We call these tools Speechreading Acquisition Tools (SATs) – a new type of technology designed specifically to improve speechreading acquisition. We believe that through the development and release of SATs, people with hearing loss will be able to augment their class-based learning, or learn on their own if they are unable to attend a speechreading classes.

To facilitate the transition of knowledge from our thematic analysis to researchers, Assistive Technology (AT) commercial sector, and AT enthusiasts, we developed a speechreading acquisition framework. Our framework can be used to design SATs by individuals who may have a varied amount of knowledge of speechreading, phonetics and hearing loss.

Framework Design
Our thematic analysis identified numerous speechreading teaching techniques with each technique emphasising analytic, synthetic, or hybrid (analytic and synthetic) speechreading skills. Each teaching technique also provides a different amount of information, so that they can be chosen to complement a student’s current speechreading ability.

Identifying that ‘skill type’ and ‘information amount’ apply to each teaching technique, we used these as the base dimensions for our framework: Type of Skill and Amount of Information. The dimensions are continuous in nature, but to improve framework accessibility we discretised each into three levels (Analytic/Hybrid/Synthetic and Low/Medium/High, respectively), resulting in a 3x3 cell-based grid as shown in Figure 2.

We classify a technique as Analytic if it focusses on visual disambiguation. A technique that focusses on leveraging the context is classified as Synthetic. Hybrid techniques focus on both analytic and synthetic approaches to speechreading.

As the basic unit of analytic teaching methods is the phoneme, analytic techniques that provide individual phonemes are classified as Medium, techniques that provide non-phonemic information (e.g., speech production properties) are Low, and techniques that provide more than phonemes (e.g., whole words) are High. The basic unit of synthetic teaching methods is the sentence, so synthetic techniques that provide the topic of a specific sentence are classified as Medium, techniques that provide less (e.g., the topic of a conversation) are Low, and techniques that provide more information (e.g., the topic and context of a sentence) are High.

FRAMEWORK EVALUATION
To evaluate our framework, we now use it to 1) classify existing teaching techniques, 2) critically reflect on previously-developed solutions, and 3) identify and describe three new technologies for enhancing speechreading acquisition and proficiency. By employing our framework in this fashion, we show that it 1) comprehensively reflects existing speechreading teaching practice, 2) can be used to help understand the strengths and weaknesses of previously-developed solutions, and 3) can be used to identify clear opportunities for the development of new SATs to improve speechreading acquisition.

Teaching Techniques
To evaluate our framework, we first fit existing teaching techniques within our framework cells. The goal of this evaluation is to assess our framework’s coverage; accommodating every teaching technique identified by our interview participants indicates good coverage, any teaching techniques not fitting within our framework indicate framework incompleteness.

Fitting Identified Teaching Techniques
We now describe our classification rationale for each teaching technique described in our Teaching Practices section above. Our classifications can be seen in Figure 3.

Speech Movements and Lip Shapes: analytic and low information as the student is only informed of the target speech-movement(s) and has to identify the rest of the word(s).

Finger Spelling: analytic and medium information as the first letter is signed but the rest of the word has to be identified.

QREs: analytic and high information as the student knows the words or syllables spoken, so only has to order them.
We now briefly describe existing conversational aids and SATs that aim to clarify lip-patterns during speechreading. As such Cued Speech is analytic and provides high information as its cues disambiguate all phonemes.

In spite of their benefits and sign language’s importance to Deaf culture [44], sign language (cued speech) needs to be known by both conversation parts in order to help; it does not help conversations with people who do not know the language.

The earliest example of technology aiding speechreading can be seen in Upton’s Eyeglasses [51]. This SAT used a clip-on microphone to detect speech, and processed the signal via high- and low-pass filters to classify spoken phoneme components. An LED matrix was positioned at the side of a pair of modified eyeglasses, and its light output was channelled so that it appeared at the centre of that side’s lens, enabling an early augmented reality system (e.g., the bottom LED illuminated when a phoneme was voiced, making it appear as if the speaker’s throat was glowing). Due to their focus on speech components, Upton’s Eyeglasses are analytic and provide low information, as the wearer is only provided information about how a sound is produced. Much later, a similar peripheral-display approach was taken by Ebrahimi et al. [21].

Similar to Upton’s Eyeglasses, Tactile SATs provide spoken phoneme information using tactile feedback. One such display of voice fundamental frequency showed a 10% improvement in a speech discrimination task [12], however a later study found positive results in terms of identifying voicing and for consonant identification, but no benefit for speechreading words in sentences [55]. As they are very similar to Upton’s SAT, Tactile SATs are analytic and provide low information.

iBaldi [38] is an iOS application that overlays a visualisation of speech components onto an animated talking head. The visualisation shows one of three coloured discs (nasality in red, friction in white, voicing in blue) by iBaldi’s mouth when he makes the corresponding sound. iBaldi provides similar information as Upton, so it is analytic and low information.

SATs that focus on helping identify components of speech based on how they are produced (Upton, Ebrahimi, Tactile, iBaldi) contradict typical speechreading approaches by training the speechreader to focus on auditory aspects of speech, rather than visual. Even though these aids can provide rich information, this information is of limited value to someone whose understanding of speech is primarily visual, not audible.

Spectrograms visualise frequency (Y-axis) over time (X-axis), with intensity mapped to colour. Linguists can use them to identify words, but this requires extensive training [28]. Watanabe et al. [52] improved spectrograms by integrating different speech features into a single image, but the evaluation used participants with extensive spectrogram-reading experience, so the technique’s generalisability to speechreading is unknown. Both examples of Spectrograms are analytic aids, and provide high information due to the richness of the visualised data.

Lip Assistant [54] is an SAT that generates magnified realistic animations of a speaker’s lips that are superimposed on the bottom left of a video. Lip Assistant is analytic as it focusses exclusively on lip shapes and it provides low information.
Subtitles (captions) present the speech (analytic) and sound effects (synthetic) of video as on-screen text. As such, they are a hybrid approach and provide high information; however, they also require the viewer to split their attention between reading the subtitles and watching the video content; one eye-tracking study found that participants spent ~84% of their viewing time focussed exclusively on subtitles [33]. The design of Lip Assistant also suggests it is sensitive to split attention.

ConversationMadeEasy [48] is an SAT comprised of three programs, each presenting videos of speakers with or without audio. The programs increase in complexity: Program A is for analytic training with low information, and program B is for synthetic sentence training providing low information. Program C is for synthetic scenario-based training with commands or questions based on the scenarios given within a closed response set of four pictured options. As such, Program C provides medium information.

DAVID [47] is an SAT offering videos of sentences on everyday topics, such as ‘going shopping’. The student watches and responds by typing the complete sentence or content words, or via multiple choice. DAVID also provides repair strategies such as repeating the sentence, or presenting words in isolation. DAVID is a synthetic SAT providing low information.

Lipreadingpractice.co.uk is a website-based SAT offering subtitled videos of consonants, vowels, and passages. The speaker says these with and without voice, shown from the front and from a profile angle, and repeats each a number of times. Words and phrases are provided as written exercises. Lipreading Practice is a hybrid SAT providing low information.

As shown in Figure 4, our framework can accommodate existing conversation aids and SATs, increasing our confidence in its coverage. More importantly, we also located gaps in the previous work. We next use our framework to design three new SATs that address these gaps, but also reflect the knowledge gained via our thematic analysis presented earlier.

Framework-Inspired SAT Examples
To further evaluate our framework we now demonstrate how it can be used to design new SATs. Below, we explain how we used our framework to design and prototype one speechreading acquisition tool, as well as to propose two additional SATs that we plan to build and evaluate as future work.

**PhonemeViz**
There are currently no analytic SATs that provide medium information to speechreaders during conversations. In addition, no SATs map to how fingerspelling is used within classes. **PhonemeViz** places the character(s) of the most recently spoken initial phoneme just to the side of a speaker’s lips. This design should enable a speechreader to focus on the speaker’s eyes and lip movements (as in traditional speechreading), while also monitoring changes in PhonemeViz’s state using their peripheral vision to help disambiguate confusing visemes. PhonemeViz can be overlaid onto video or displayed on a transparent head mounted display (Figure 5, left) to augment natural speechreading and enhance speechreading acquisition, although for any real-time applications, new automated speech recognition algorithms tuned to initial phonemes are needed.

In our pilot evaluation of a PhonemeViz prototype [27], PhonemeViz enabled all participants to achieve 100% word recognition (showing successful viseme disambiguation), and participants lauded PhonemeViz in subjective and qualitative feedback. Our initial results demonstrate that visualising a medium amount of analytic information can improve visually-only speechreading in constrained word recognition tasks.

**MirrorTrainer**
Our interviews revealed that mirror training plays a key role in speechreading training (used by all seven participants) and is used at home by students. However, traditional mirror training does not fully develop hybrid skills as students cannot assess themselves (because they have full knowledge of what they are saying), and the technique trains them to read their own speech (instead of other people). Despite its value in classes, mirror training is not reflected in currently available SATs.

Most mobile devices now have front-facing cameras that could be used to provide speechreaders with a ‘21st century’ mirror. Utilising the front facing camera, the MirrorTrainer app would allow speechreaders to practice their own speech movements (with or without additional context) similar to how mirror training is currently used. However, MirrorTrainer could also capture and store videos of speech movements in a ‘speech movement library’. Coupled with a simple user input-based ‘labelling’ function, MirrorTrainer would have a repository of videos containing known speech movement content (Figure 5, middle) that could be used to overcome the ‘full knowledge’ limitation of current mirror practice. Users could then share their speech movement libraries with each other, overcoming the ‘self-training’ limitation of traditional mirror training. In addition, MirrorTrainer users could gather coded videos of friends and family, allowing them to practice speechreading on those they speak with most. Such a MirrorTraining app would provide a variable (low to high) amount of information.

**ContextCueView**
Scenarios are used by four of our participants, who emphasised that scenarios provide a rich context for speechreading training. However, there are currently no tools to help speechreaders during real-life versions of scenarios used in class. In addition, there are no SATs that provide high synthetic information.

In certain situations, phrases and topics can be pre-associated with a given location or situation. These associations can be shown using a constellation diagram [34], in which a text label for the situation is placed in the middle while related topics and phrases radiate out from the situation label. Constella-
tion diagrams help by prompting the speechreader to consider potential phrases and topics in advance of a given situation.

ContextCueView would gather contextual data (e.g., GPS, date/time) to anticipate a user’s situation. Using this contextual data, ContextCueView would load a matching previously-generated constellation diagram. ContextCueView constellation diagrams would be stored in a central repository, and collectively curated to rapidly provide constellation diagrams for a variety of situations. ContextCueView could run on a mobile device and operate like a ‘contextual phrase book’, but it is also well-suited for a glanceable display (Figure 5, right).

DISCUSSION
Summary of Contributions
Through thematic analysis of our interviews with speechreading tutors, we identified four main themes relevant to the future development of speechreading: speechreading as a skill, limited access to speechreading, a broad range of teaching practices, and mixed attitudes to technology. Using our themes, we developed a novel framework to help design new Speechreading Acquisition Tools (SATs). In evaluating our framework, we demonstrated that it can accommodate current teaching techniques and existing solutions, as well as be used to design new SATs. We developed a prototype of one new SAT named PhonemeViz and proposed two additional SATs that we will build and evaluate as future work.

Limitations
First, we based our framework on data obtained exclusively from Scottish speechreading tutors, many of whom were trained on the same course – it is possible that these tutors use outdated techniques, reducing the value of our framework. However, Scotland is one of the few countries in the world that provides accredited speechreading tutor training – most other countries provide no formal training. As such, it is arguable that Scotland’s training course is based on best practices.

Second, fitting a technology into our framework does not guarantee that it will be useful for speechreading acquisition. For example, spectrograms provide a high amount of analytic information (which should make them very helpful), but this information is difficult to utilise without considerable training [28]. Likewise, Upton’s Eyeglasses and iBaldi provide a low amount of analytic information, but focus on speech production instead of appearance (one of our tutors – a Speech and Language Therapist – indicated that she “…[switches] off [her] speech therapy brain because [she] would go with sounds but in lipreading it is very much the shape and presentation on the lips.”). Our framework provides substantial guidance for the design of new SATs, but any resulting SATs still need to be evaluated using speechreaders. We argue that this is a strength of our framework not a limitation, as our framework serves to complement and enhance existing best-practice participatory design approaches, not attempt to replace them.

Third, our framework does not distinguish between SATs focussing on speechreading training versus ‘live’ speechreading. However, as discussed, PhonemeViz and ContextCueView can be extended to ‘live’ speechreading, suggesting that some SATs can be adapted for both. Therefore, we leave this flexibility within our framework but will consider future refinements to make this distinction more explicit in the future.

Generalisations & Extensions
Our framework currently focusses on English speechreading acquisition, but can be extended to support speechreading in other languages. French [6], German [14], and Japanese [31] each have their own confusing viseme-phoneme mappings, however their speechreading techniques for distinguishing between mouth-shapes (analytic), and conversational repair strategies (synthetic) are similar to English, so our framework should generalise to developing SATs for other languages.

Our framework can also be extended to help develop technology for other skill-based speech domains. For example, speech therapy uses a variety of approaches [20], and already features a number of speech production aids [29, 43]. Likewise, our approach can be extended to language learning, as understanding a foreign language is analytic (e.g., pronunciation) and synthetic (e.g., using context to distinguish homonyms). In particular, ContextCueView (described above) might easily extend to supporting in-situ foreign language conversations.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Many people around the world have conversation-impairing hearing loss. Speechreading can dramatically improve conversational understanding, but is a challenging skill to learn. To help design new Speechreading Acquisition Tools (SATs), we developed a framework based on thematic analysis of interviews with speechreading tutors. We then evaluated our framework by using it to classify identified teaching techniques, critique existing solutions, and we demonstrated how to use our framework to design three new SATs. Our future work is focussed on continuing to develop and evaluate our novel SATs in a participatory process involving speechreaders.
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